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You may have spotted tufts of blue-green mold on the bark or surface of your Harbison. This 
harmless surface flora—Penicillium Commune—grows on the sides of our bark-wrapped cheeses. 
Harbison is host to a number of Penicillium molds; P. Candidum and P. Camemberti make up the 
bloomy white rind. This cheese-loving family also includes the classic blue P. Roqueforti mold.

None of these friendly flora pose any food safety or shelf-life concerns. The bark strip is a 
unique, natural medium upon which microbes can flourish and contribute complexity.

We frequently receive questions from customers that express concern with cheeses that appear 
to be “moldy.” We like to assure and remind those who enjoy our cave aged products that 

were it not for a diversity of microflora, the cheeses 
wouldn’t exist at all. 

The art of cheesemaking is centered around creating 
environmental conditions that will cultivate “good” 
molds and bacteria while creating protective barriers 
for spoilage microbes. At Jasper Hill Farm, we apply 
a rigorous hygiene plan that prevents any of the 
ambient microbial background from presenting itself 
in our cheese. We verify this regimen’s efficacy through 
multiple layers of testing over the course of all of our 
cheeses’ tenure in the cellars.

This all goes to say that the blue-green mold on your 
Harbison is present at our behest. Not only do we 
allow for its growth, we embrace it as indicative of 
the environment where the cheese is produced and 
emblematic of our drive to cultivate a Taste of Place.

All of our bark-wrapped cheeses 
come with an affirmation of 

the presence of these colorful 
cultures! Our aim is to educate 

and validate cheese lovers 
wherever we find them.

Blue-Green Mold
Is this normal?

MY SPRUCE BAND 
SHOULD BE MOTTLED WITH 

BLUE-GREEN FLORA

Questions or Comments? Interested in learning 
more? Email us at the address below or visit our 
knowledge center for industry professionals at:

www.jasperhillfarm.com/monger


